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ASSOCIATION NEWS
MGA TMA
Ann Sanfey
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MANAGING THROUGH THE
CHALLENGES…AND BEYOND!
Adapting quickly has been crucial for
ensuring we are able to manage through
the challenging and difficult times of the
Covid-19 pandemic. For many of us in these
times of isolation and social distancing,
working from home has meant we have
been required to use a myriad of video
meeting applications to conduct business
and stay connected. The most common
expression used in these video meetings is
“you are on mute!”.
As a result, it’s been more important than
ever for industry associations to be anything
but ‘on mute’. MGA TMA provides members
www.timbertradernews.com

with important industry news, IR Workplace
updates along with the benefit of support
and valuable offers from our many Corporate
Partners including First Super; OneFortyOne
and Flexible Capital P/l.
As our way of doing business through the
pandemic has evolved, so have the ways we
communicate.
This year, MGA TMA has been extremely
active in multiple major areas, including:
• managing mental health in the workplace;
• Federal Government IR Working Groups;
• the Fairer Merchant Fees Alliance,
working with the Federal Government
and RBA to introduce Least Cost Routing,
a fairer debit card fee system;
• making a submission to Senate inquiry
regarding timber industry supply chain ...
• plus many more

WE’VE MADE IT THIS FAR
There’s no denying this year has been a
rollercoaster up to now, and even this close
to the end, it still feels as though it’s a long
and winding road to 2021.
Best advice?
For those who have been in business for
a while, most of you have learnt or
resourced a huge range of skills whilst
working on your business, your staff and
customers, often with a family to consider.
Covid-19 is not going to disappear.
Despite remarkable local successes in
combatting the virus, it will be around for at
least some of next year. Which is hard,
because most of us would really like a
re-start come 1 January.
After going through all of this, I think it’s
time to acknowledge how far you’ve come

TIMBER TRADER NEWS / DECEMBER 2020
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The dispute between Patrick and the Maritime
Union of Australia has had major impacts on the
ability of timber importers to supply construction
and building customers, particularly in Sydney.

industry collaboration during this period and
the wealth of knowledge, advice and
support we have been able to impart. In
particular, on behalf of MGA TMA we would
like to acknowledge Kersten Gentle of
FTMA. Through her efforts we have been
able to provide the industry and members
nationally with a series of terrific webinars
that have kept our members informed and
on track! Thanks Kersten!
For further information regarding MGA
TMA, contact Ann Sanfey, national
membership manager via ann.sanfey@mga.
asn.au or 0411 886 716.

ATIF
JOHN HALKETT

as a business owner. Not only have you got
through this year by developing many more
skills, but staying in business takes resilience,
hope, resourcefulness and leadership.
It also takes character, and Covid-19 has
brought out some of the best in us.

Suppliers of
Ecowood®
Decking Products

As Sandy Chong, small business owner and
Director of COSBOA, says, “Pat yourself on
the back, acknowledge how far you’ve come,
take care of your mental health and physical
wellness. And never give up on hope”.
Finally, one must not forget the great

Preserved Wood Decking
with stability and performance!
Treatment does not affect timber dimensions.
Durable against decay and termite damage.
Preserved in final shape and form.
Ideal for sensitive applications or where frequent
human contact is expected.
 Can be painted, stained or oiled.





H3
Ecowood is registered trademarks of Lonza or its subsidiaries used under licence.
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Contact Us for sales or go online for a
copy of our new DIY Deck Guide

 www.outdoortimber.com.au
 sales@outdoortimber.com.au
 03 8706 1250
© Outdoor Timber 2019

ATIF has raised serious concerns about the
industrial dispute at the country’s ports. The
dispute between Patrick and the Maritime
Union of Australia has had major impacts on
the ability of timber importers to supply
construction and building customers,
particularly in Sydney as warehouses
become depleted of stock.
ATIF has raised these concerns with the
Federal Government and others involved in
the timber products supply chain. This has
included ATIF chairman Nils Koren writing to
Prime Minister Scott Morrison.
In his letter to the Prime Minister, Mr
Koren said timber importers had serious
concerns regarding the ongoing debilitating
industrial action at the country’s ports,
notwithstanding the apparent temporary
‘truce’ announced, plus the major impact the
strike is having on timber product importers,
and others in the building products,
construction and building supply chains.
Mr Koren said that the impact on the
importation of timber products was severe,
and resulting in warehouses, notably in
Sydney now having negligible stock available
to supply to dependent building and
construction customers.
ATIF has been active in supporting timber
importers who have been badly impacted by
the ongoing industrial action. This has
involved making representations to Patrick,
and also having discussions with other key
trade associations, and with freight
forwarders. ATIF has also been in
discussions with the Federal Government
officials and has also written to the Federal
Minister for Industry, Science and
Technology, Karen Andrews, about the issue.
ATIF continues to monitor the situation.
Shipping companies advised ATIF that
they became so fed up with the Maritime
Union of Australia’s ‘go slow’ they dumped
hundreds of containers at the Melbourne
port, and at Brisbane instead of the intended
destination of Port Botany.
www.timbertradernews.com
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building industries. This has the potential to
damage to the good work governments are
doing in providing financial support for these
industries and related employment.

BETTER TIMES AHEAD IN 2021?
No doubt 2020 has been an extraordinarily
challenging year for the World, including the
timber products supply chain in Australia.
The ATIF Board and staff sincerely
appreciate and thank member companies for
their ongoing support and encouragement
during the COVID pandemic, and in dealing
with the various issues that have arose
during the year, including interacting with
suppliers, quarantine and other compliance
matters, and operational issues like port
strikes and related supply issues.
The Board and staff take this opportunity to
wish all timber importers and wholesalers all
the very best for the Christmas festive
season ahead. ATIF sincerely hopes that 2021
will be a less challenging and more rewarding
year for the timber products industry.
For further ATIF-related information
contact John Halkett at: john.halkett@
bigpond.com or 0417 421 187.

TABMA
David Little

PHOTO: FALKINERS/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

TABMA is reaching out directly to school leavers
and career advisors about timber careers. We are
also talking to students who have chosen roles in
our Industry to be part of their career plan.
Also, some major shipping lines servicing
ATIF member companies have advised that
they will not be docking at Australian ports
for the next two months. ATIF estimates
that this will mean that hundreds of
containers of timber products scheduled for
import and delivery to construction and
building projects across the country will now
not be able to be landed.

Serving independent timber and

Timber product imports were critical to
ongoing construction and building activity
and of course related substantial
employment in sectors critical to job
recovery as the country emerges from the
COVID pandemic.
The inability to have timber products
scheduled for import landed is having
serious flow-on impacts for construction and

FINDING APPRENTICES AND
TRAINEES
Most of you will now be aware of the wage
subsidy for trainees and apprentices
announced in the recent budget. In this
Covid-affected year, we are all finding it even
harder to source good young people to take
advantage of this opportunity.
TABMA is reaching out directly to school
leavers and career advisors through a variety
of partnerships. We are also talking to
students who have chosen roles in our
Industry to be part of their career plan.
As many of you are aware, parents are
key to the career decisions made by young
adults, that is why our approach includes
educating parents about the opportunities

Legal and HR

Advocacy

hardware businesses by providing
valuable back of house services...

National Support Centre
Ann Sanfey M: 0411 886 716

1800 888 479 www.mgatma.com.au

www.timbertradernews.com

Timber Advisory
Service

Training

Member
Benefits
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have access to personal leave (sick leave),
carers leave and compassionate leave.
The courts upheld the employer position
that when employees are stood down, they
can access their annual leave and long
service leave entitlements, but not their paid
personal leave entitlements. This is because
the latter are regarded as income protection
measures, but in a stand down scenario
there is no work available and therefore no
income to be earned and protected.
Of course, employers may exercise their
discretion and allow employees to take
personal leave on a voluntary basis if
they apply.
As mentioned, in terms of access to other
forms of leave, employees do have access
to annual leave, long service leave and
parental leave entitlements while stood
down including, in most cases, the option of
taking leave at half pay.
TTIA has a dedicated industrial enquiry
hotline specifically dealing with the industrial
concerns and legal issues affected timber
related employers. This includes access
during and outside business hours 7 days a
week. If you have a query relating to Job
Keeper and its interaction with your
award obligations call us on (02) 9264
0011 or our experienced Legal Officer on
0414 557 235.

The Government has introduced legislation to
improve leave entitlements for families dealing
with stillbirths and premature births.
for their children in our Industry. This
targeted approach is delivering high-quality
candidates across Australia.
We need to act urgently to capitalise, as
TABMA expects other employers to take up
the 100,000 available placements as early as
January. The best school leaver candidates
are accepting roles right now, and this
window will quickly pass. Call Katie CookPearce now on 0428 922 039 if you wish to
participate and our recruiting team will get
started for you. Note that the process takes
weeks rather than days and time is of the
essence! TABMA traineeships are available
in these qualifications: Timber
Merchandising, Business, Warehousing
(Supply Chain Operations), Retail (Hardware)
and Frame & Truss.
We are also busy planning for 2021,
where we are hopeful that we will be able
to celebrate our 80th birthday at our events.
The planned National Conference will focus
on young talent and celebrate the legends

who built the Industry we love. Call me on
0447 813 786 or Brenton Christopher on
0417 209 997 to nominate anyone you think
fits the bill.
Make sure you save the dates for our first
National Conference, 16-18 June, 2021 in
the Hunter Valley.

TTIA
Brian Beecroft
COVID-19 STAND DOWNS –
ACCESS TO PERSONAL LEAVE
ENTITLEMENTS
The TTIA Timber Employers Hotline has
received many calls from employers in the
past six months regarding the interaction of
Covid-19 stand downs and leave
entitlements.
During this year, the matter was subject to
an important decision from the Federal Court
when it rejected an application by three
unions for stood down Qantas employees to
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The Federal Government has introduced
legislation to improve unpaid parental leave
entitlements for families dealing with the
trauma of stillbirths, infant deaths and
premature births.
Currently, parents who experience a
stillbirth or infant death are only entitled to a
guaranteed six-weeks of unpaid leave before
they can be required to return to work.
The Fair Work Amendment (Improving
Unpaid Parental Leave for Parents of
Stillborn Babies and Other Measures) Bill
2020 creates a guaranteed entitlement to 12
months of unpaid leave for eligible parents –
the same amount of unpaid leave parents of
healthy babies can choose to take.
For parents of premature babies, or
newborns that experience birth-related
complications that result in immediate
hospitalisation, the government is also
removing a barrier that prevented them from
going back to work while their child is in
hospital, and then restarting their unpaid
parental leave when their baby comes home.
Changes will also be made to complement
the new flexible Parental Leave Payment to
allow employees to use up to 30 days of
their existing entitlement to 12 months
unpaid parental leave on a flexible basis (in
days or weeks) any time up to two years
after the birth or adoption of their child.
www.timbertradernews.com
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IMPROVED UNPAID PARENTAL
LEAVE ENTITLEMENTS
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INDUSTRY NEWS
Built by Families
Mitre 10’s new ad campaign
celebrates independence.

O

PHOTOS: COURTESY IHG

ver the past few years, readers of TTN
have come to know many of the
families behind the nation’s Mitre 10 stores
as part of our IHG profiles series (see
page 18 for the most recent). Now the rest
of Australia will be doing likewise as the
Independent Hardware Group shifts the
focus of its advertising to reflect the
grassroots qualities of its stores.
The ‘Built by Families’ campaign tells the
real stories of several of the group’s many
family-run businesses in series of short,
documentary-style ads. For the first, the
Hastings and Benton families behind
Diamond Valley Mitre 10 share the story of
their successes, both through helping
customers find what they need and
supporting their local community. Their
remarkable staff take a starring role,
including Roy Haynes, who loved his job so
much his coffin was painted Mitre 10 blue
and was taken to his funeral on the back of
a store truck.
The generational nature of small
businesses is celebrated by the Hitchins
family of Moe’s TM&H Mitre 10, who’ve
worked to keep the store going strong
through local hardships. The community has
rallied around TM&H, supporting them in
everything from their bid to maintain local

Above: Mitre 10’s new ad series celebrates the family businesses that make up the national group.

“Built by Families demonstrates how familyowned businesses engage and support their
communities. It invites consumers into their lives.”
jobs to fundraising for charities, and the ad
shows how much the store is seen as a key
part of that community.
A third video, featuring the Johnson family
in Mona Vale, NSW, is coming soon.
Karen Fahey, IHG’s general manager of
marketing, says the series aims to invite
consumers to understand what the Mitre 10
brand stands for.
“We are so proud to tell the stories of the
local and incredibly generous families in our
network,” Fahey says. “The people within

Above: The Built by Families website will hold all the stories in one easy-access location.

our stores are the real brand champions and
this is one way we can give them a voice.
“Built by Families aims to demonstrate
how family-owned businesses engage and
support their communities. It invites
Australian consumers into the lives of these
families, stirring emotions and building
relatability. There’s nothing superficial or
contrived about the stories. Just genuine
tales told by authentic people in
communities across Australia.”
Brand ambassador Scott Cam also
provides an introduction for the series.
“We encourage consumers to think
differently about the people behind their local
hardware store and listen to their stories,”
says Fahey. “When you shop local you not
only have a more enriching experience, you
invest in the health of that community.”
The campaign will be executed through
multiple channels including a dedicated Built
by Families website, TV advertising spots
during The Block and social media. Visit
www.mitre10.com.au/families for more.

NEW PRODUCT ON THE MARKET? BIG NEWS? DON’T KEEP IT TO YOURSELF! If you are launching a product
or your business has an announcement, send it to news@timbertradernews.com for the chance to be featured here.

www.timbertradernews.com
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New FWPA chair
Board changes and a change at the top at the virtual AGM.
he first virtual AGM for Forest Wood
Products Australia (FWPA) was recently
held with business proceeding smoothly and
a wide attendance of members from across
the forest and wood products supply chain.
Following the retirement of incumbent
chair John Simon, Craig Taylor of The Fifth
Estate Consultancy was elected chair by his
fellow directors at the first board meeting
following the AGM. Taylor has extensive
experience providing strategy, business
development and investment advice to
businesses in the resources and primary
production sectors and has worked with
some of Australia and New Zealand’s largest
forest and wood products companies.
“I had the good fortune to serve on the
FWPA board under the leadership of
previous chairs Ron Adams and John Simon,
and plan to use that experience to help
continue the important work of FWPA,”
Taylor said. “I look forward to working with
my fellow directors and industry
stakeholders on the upcoming independent
performance review and the review of our

strategic plan, so that we can continue to
provide relevant and effective services to
the industry and the Government.”
Jim Henneberry, chair of the Audit,
Finance and Risk Committee, and Brian
Farmer, chair of the Growers Research
Advisory Committee also departed the board
following the AGM.
Ric Sinclair, FWPA’s managing director,
acknowledged the work of the outgoing
chair and board members: “Each has played
an instrumental role in helping to drive
countless FWPA successes and
achievements. Their work has made a
lasting, tangible and hugely positive impact
on the forest and wood products industry,
and we thank them for it.”
During the AGM proceedings, members
re-elected Christine Briggs to the board, and
Nick Roberts, previously an FWPA Director
from 2009 to 2012, was elected.
“We are delighted to welcome Nick back
to the Board, and congratulate Christine on
her re-election,” said Sinclair. “Both bring
invaluable skills and knowledge to the table.”

New certifier standards
NSW has new mandatory standards for building certification.

T

he release of a compulsory and
comprehensive new practice standard
for building certifiers by the NSW
Government is designed to cut back on
sub-standard certification that has led to
both actual problems in new builds and an

erosion of confidence among both buyers
and the general public.
Minister for Better Regulation Kevin
Anderson said, “For too long, the practice of
many certifiers has been sub-standard –
with the release of this Guide we’ve drawn
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Above: Craig Taylor of The Fifth Estate Consultancy
is the new FWPA chair.

“Each has been
instrumental in
FWPA’s successes.”

a line under that. From today there can be
no excuses; these new standards clearly
outline the approach Certifiers must follow
in their work and what must be done to
comply with the law.”
The initial standard applies to residential
apartment buildings and has been
developed in consultation with a panel of
experts, chaired by Michael Lambert, and
covers areas including fire protection, wet
areas and waterproofing, occupation
certificates, and ensuring the final building
is consistent with the development
consent. Further Guides will be developed
for other classes of buildings.
The standard will be regularly reviewed
and updated to remain in line with other
building legislation and codes.
Contravening the standard is a breach
of condition of registration for a certifier
and if that breach is detected as part of an
audit, disciplinary action will be taken by
NSW Fair Trading. “The new rules are not
optional – we will be enforcing the
implementation of the legislation, and will
take disciplinary action if a breach is
detected,” Anderson said.
The Practice Standard for registered
certifiers is available on the Fair Trading
NSW website, search from the homepage
at www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au

www.timbertradernews.com
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In brief

T

he ABC and South China Morning Post
both report that China has placed a ban
on Queensland timber imports. The
immediate reason given is reported as
biosecurity concerns following the
discovery of bark beetle in a shipment,
which has been disputed by the
Queensland exporters. This action has
come as part of ongoing trade conflicts
between Australia and China and is widely
seen as part of a series of unofficial trade
sanctions. At the time of writing, a broader
unofficial ban on Australian timber imports
(among other imported Australian produce)
was threatened from 6 November, with
reports of some Chinese wine importers –
also rumoured to be on the ban list –
already cancelling shipments. Other
agribusiness sectors hit by Chinese bans
have discussed lodging a formal complaint
with the World Trade Organisation, however
the cost and time of such a complaint
process may outweigh any benefits.

H

yne Timber has secured almost
$3 million in NSW Government support
for its Tumbarumba Mill bushfire recovery.

The funding covers 50% of the Tumbarumba
Mill Optimisation Project cost, designed to
help retain 149 people in local jobs.
Hyne Timber CEO, Jon Kleinschmidt said
optimisation is critical to saw the highest
possible quality timber from every log
processed: “The bushfires have impacted
40% of our log feedstock so it is critical we
optimise the Mill to improve efficiencies,
keep people in jobs and keep up the supply
of quality, renewable plantation pine for the
building sector.”
Without getting additional logs to the
Tumbarumba Mill, independent research
from REMPLAN suggests the economic
impact of the bushfires would be
significant for Tumbarumba, with a loss of
gross revenue over the next three years at
$177 million and a loss of 137 jobs.

T

arpeena on SA’s Limestone Coast is
anxiously waiting on Timberlink
Australia’s final decision for the location of
its new $60 million timber processing
facility. The choice, Tarpeena or outer
Melbourne, has been delayed by Covid. The
facility, previously reported in this year’s

March issue of TTN, will be Australia’s first
dual CLT/glulam manufacturing plant and
represents not only ongoing jobs, but a
significant construction boost. The ABC
reports the Tarpeena local council is urging
government support to ensure the build,
see www.abc.net.au/news/2020-10-21/
timber-mill-toss-up-between-sa-andmelbourne/12789050.

A

lso in SA, the ABC reports on a trial of
a camera and artificial intelligencebased fire surveillance system. The Green
Triangle Fire Alliance (GTFA) has pushed for
the trial after two of seven local Forestry
SA fire-spotting towers were temporarily
decommissioned this year due to structural
issues. The 25m-high, 360° cameras use
sophisticated fire-detection software to
give early warning of outbreaks. GTFA
member and plantation owner Laurie Hein
said, “This [system] provides us an
opportunity to help try and cover that hole
in the observation circle.” For more, visit
www.abc.net.au/news/2020-11-02/
forestsa-green-triangle-trials-forest-firedetection-system/12832916

INTRODUCING THE NEW
“H3” IRONASH TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD &
“H2” TRUCORE TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD
ALL NOW IN STOCK!
DISTRIBUTORS OF:

Supa17/F17KD Hardwood & Supalam F17 KD Hardwood

ALSO:

Tas Oak & Vic Ash Flooring, Archs, Square Dressed Boards,
Door Jamb Sets, Lining, Cladding and Decking.

FULL RANGE AVAILABLE

43-45 Overseas Drive
Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777
Fax: (03) 9701 2677

Phil McCormack: 0438 255 118
Nick Arfaras: 0438 255 115
Glenn Lawrenson: 0438 255 116
Matt Leplaa: 0403 724 184

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer
www.timbertradernews.com
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Indigenous
forestry

E

Next-gen timber jobs
AKD has backed up its Australian jobs program with the
creation of 20 new apprentice and graduate positions in 2021.

A

dding to its set of 35 apprentices
already employed under the National
Apprenticeship Program, AKD is adding a
further 20 new apprenticeship positions and
new graduate positions over the next year.
AKD Human Resources General Manager,
Clark Rodger, explains the move forms part
of the company’s wider focus on the
Australian timber industry and attendant jobs.
“This has been a difficult time with a lot of
uncertainty created,” he says. “We must all
play our part in getting Australia moving
again. The introduction of these new roles is
one way we can do more, and we encourage
other businesses to consider what
opportunities they may be able to provide.”
Rodger continued: “In addition to good
quality people, we need trade- and tertiaryqualified people to drive our business
forward. If we create or develop a pipeline of
skills and capabilities into our organisation, at

the same as reinvesting in our existing
people, then we are effectively investing in
our future success as a whole organisation.”
Trades offered include Electrical, Saw
Doctoring, Wood Machining and Fitting. With
sites across Victoria, New South Wales and
Queensland, the company is offering career
opportunities that may also include
experience across a number of sites and
locations for those who are able to move
easily – experience that’s particularly
valuable for early career development.
Rodger added, “We want to continue to
see our team build in its diversity, including
in gender and culture. We encourage
applications from internal and external
candidates, as well as school leaver and
mature-aged individuals.
“This is an exciting and long-term
investment in the AKD team, AKD business
and wider community.”

Want the full story? Subscribe to the TimberTrader News fortnightly e-newsletter at www.timbertradernews.com/
subscribe/newsletters
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pisode 18 of WoodChat, the popular
FWPA podcast, focuses on a new
research project investigating the
potential for commercial Indigenous
forestry in the Northern Territory’s East
Arnhem Land.
Led by Developing East Arnhem
Limited (DEAL), an independent not-forprofit company that aims to drive
economic development in East Arnhem,
the research is being delivered by the
University of the Sunshine Coast and
has the goal of facilitating a sustainable
forest-based livelihood for many locals.
Interviewees include Jordy Bowman,
CEO at DEAL, who explains how
forestry has the potential to support
Indigenous communities to use their
land for employment and economic
benefit, alongside cultural purposes.
“We know there is a strong interest
amongst East Arnhem communities in
Indigenous-led forest and timber
product enterprises,” says Bowman.
“The region contains large areas of
Indigenous-owned native forests with
commercial potential, which can be
capitalised on to help develop a
sustainable post-mining future for the
region and its people.”
Other voices include Balapalu
Yunupingu, Gumatj elder and Director of
Gumatj Corporation and Mark Annandale,
Research Manager at the University of
the Sunshine Coast regarding their
involvement with the project.
You can listen to WoodChat on
SoundCloud, iTunes and Spotify. Other
recent topics include forestry education
for young online learners, new business
models to inspire investment in trees
on farms, and building safely with
timber in bushfire-prone areas.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Product, New Process; Building
Performance: Design & Implementation
and Overcoming Barriers & Growing The
Market, plus networking events. Held
30 March to 1 April, 2021 at the Oregon
Convention Center, Portland, Oregon, US.
For more details and to register, visit
www.masstimberconference.com

FRAME 2021
The renowned Timber Offsite Construction
conference and exhibition will be held
Monday and Tuesday 21–22 June, 2021 at
the Crown Promenade Melbourne.
Experts in the field will talk about
advances in building design and
construction through the lens of existing
projects. The format will combine
in-person presentations and live streaming
of international speakers. Session details
and registration available in Feb 2021
at www.timberoffsiteconstruction.com

DECEMBER

2021

FREE WOODSOLUTIONS
WEBINARS

INTERNATIONAL MASS TIMBER
CONFERENCE

The series continues online, with previous
webinars also archived for viewing (see
story, page 28, for some choice options).
Free and starting at 11am, Eastern
Daylight Time. For details, visit www.
woodsolutions.com.au/events

Billed as the largest gathering of mass
timber experts in the world, the event
features over 70 speakers, 90 exhibitors and
1000 experts. Four tracks will run
simultaneously: Reimagining Our Cities;
Project Delivery With Mass Timber: New

TABMA NATIONAL CONFERENCE
The first TABMA National Conference will
be held 16-18th June 2021 in the Hunter
Valley, NSW. See page 8 for more
information or keep an eye on
www.tabma.com.au/events/

Egger OS’Brace®
The Trusted Bracing Panel.
www.egger.com/osbrace
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EGGER OS’Brace® with bracing solution from 2.2 kN/m (short wall) up to 6.0 kN/m.
Designed and manufactured for the Australian building industry in Europe. The 6 mm bracing
panel is an engineered wood product, certified to meet the requirements of AS1684. Made from
sustainable managed forests, the bracing panel offers excellent dimensional stability, plus long
term performance. Available as Untreated or H2 Treated from your Timber or Trade Merchant.
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Little
wonder
For 23 years, North Shore
Timber and Hardware has
built its store’s capacity
around Hubtex sideloaders.
orth Shore Timber and Hardware (NST)
grew into a Sydney-wide operation
during the time it was managed and then
owned by the late Keith Wilkinson, a true
innovator in the industry.
One of his biggest impacts was moving
the store’s timber onto a cantilever system
when NST opened its first indoor facility at
Thornleigh in 1986. “No one else was doing
it, and there was nothing available in the
marketplace,” says Geoffrey Wilkinson,
general manager at NST and Keith’s nephew.
“Keith got a welder in and they fabricated
their own steel racks. They were massive,
thick, cumbersome and heavy because that
was all they could get. Now it’s an industry
standard and everyone has it. There are many
manufacturers and it’s lovely and lightweight
these days, but this system would never
have been possible without a sideloader. That
machine is a critical part of the operation.”
In those days, they used a Baumann
sideloader, which did the job, but required
wide aisles: around 2.4m, and wider racking.
Then Hubtex Australia opened in 1995.
“Keith got in touch with Bill Parry at Hubtex
a couple of years later,” Wilkinson says. “Bill
showed him the range, told him what they
could do, and Keith got the first of these
narrower sideloaders for our Waterloo store.
Ever since then, we’ve gone with Hubtex.”
The new machine was physically narrower
and could run in aisles with rails only
1650mm apart, a considerable space saving
on the old Baumanns. “It meant we could fit
in more timber and get more stock stored,”
says Wilkinson. “This gave us a lot more
racks, more picking locations and less wasted
floor space. It’s a massive difference in the
picking bays. That’s what’s most important for
us: those first three shelf heights that contain
loose pieces of timber. The more of those we

can have, the bigger variety of timber we can
have on hand for our staff to go to and pick
out pieces for different jobs and then send on
to the customer.”
Now, all the timber in every store is based
around a sideloader and cantilever racking.
And NST uses Hubtex machines in all its six
stores – two in the larger ones. “We’ve even
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still got that first one we bought in 1997, still
up and running as a backup unit at our
Miranda store. It’s a really good machine!”
Wilkinson says.
“More importantly, it changed the way we
do business, We could store far more stock
than our competitors and it’s all indoors and
so quick and easy to access.”
www.timbertradernews.com

PHOTOS: COURTESY HUBTEX
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The Hubtex ML25
has multidirectional
steering for greater
manoeuvrability in
confined spaces.

ELECTRIC DREAMS
The NST sideloaders are electric models,
mostly the AC ML25 series. “You notice the
lack of noise,” says Wilkinson, “they’re much
quieter than gas-powered or diesel-powered
forklifts. We charge our sideloaders of a
night, to maximise our energy efficiency, but
we’re currently in the middle of a major
www.timbertradernews.com

“You notice they’re
much quieter than
gas- or dieselpowered forklifts.”

revamp that will see the business install solar
panels and batteries to go offgrid, which will
be even more efficient.”
He points out the sideloaders were the
business’s first step in a long-held plan for
transitioning to peak energy efficiency.
”We’ve actually upgraded all our front-loader
forklifts so that they’re electric, too, and all
TIMBER TRADER NEWS / DECEMBER 2020
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Hubtex has a history
of providing solutions
for the long, difficult
and bulky loads
common to the timber
industry.
accident yet, but we don’t rest on our laurels
when we can be doing something better.”

MADE TO MEASURE

Above: A narrow 1650mm guided aisle is ample for operating the Hubtex ML25 sideloader.

the company cars will soon be electric –
eventually all the trucks as well,” Wilkinson
says. “This machine we bought in 1997 is
completely in line with what we’re trying to
achieve now, 23 years later.”
Of course, there have been updates in the
models and the range on offer has changed
over the years. The most recent machine was
bought only last year, and the NST team
seriously investigated going with a stand-up
unit. “There’s a slight ergonomic advantage
for the operator’s neck,” says Wilkinson, “but
when we talked with our team, they decided
the one we have with the little cage and the
swing-out seat seems to be pretty perfect.
And there’s a lot you can do with it in terms

of customising for additional safety features
or to help minimise the risk of damage to
stock or racking.”
The NST Hubtex machines are customised
for optimal safety, with measures such as
keeping arms within certain height
parameters or the sideloader not being able
to move when the forks are up in the air.
“We did a safety audit through the stores
and identified areas that could improve, then
we called out the Hubtex technician to
implement those changes,” Wilkinson says.
“It’s been quite easy on the newer units.
We’ve had to retrofit the old ones a bit, but
there are technicians in Sydney who can do
what we need. We haven’t had a single
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Hubtex is an international company with a
history of providing solutions for the long,
difficult and bulky loads common to the
timber industry. It’s well known for its
multidirectional electric sideloaders, that
have high manoeuvrability in confined
spaces and works closely with customers
around the world to find the model that best
suits their needs.
“We’ve kept coming back to the ML25,”
says Wilkinson. “It’s quiet, it runs cool and
without pollutants and it has low running
costs – which will be even lower when we
finish the solar conversion. The low platform
height and 770mm-wide platform are ideal
for managing the narrow aisles we need to fit
our desired racking spacing and the unit
manages all our timber picking needs.”
The sideloaders not only manage picking
from the bottom three racks directly onto
picking trolleys, when those racks are
depleted they can also lift down bulk packs
stored on the higher racks and slot them into
the picking location. All the operator needs to
do is cut the straps and the timber is ready
to pick from.
“In many ways, this sideloader has shaped
our stores, and helped to shape our growth,”
Wilkinson says.
As each store has been remodelled over
the years, one or more sideloaders has been
part of the upgrade. Waterloo was quickly
followed by Chatswood. Thornleigh had its
prototype racking replaced with a massmarket model – the broader industry having
caught up to Keith by then. A series of new
stores were added to the NST stable:
Warriewood and then Gosford rounded out
the 2000s, with Miranda opened in 2012 and
the Waterloo store moved to a new facility at
Eastgardens last year. “Each time, we bought
a new Hubtex,” says Wilkinson.
For most machinery, two-decades-plus
would be enough time to have gone through
a generational change, however, “We haven’t
gone through the phase out of any of our
Hubtexes,” Wilkinson says. “We still own and
use the first one at our Miranda store. That’s
www.timbertradernews.com
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a store where we really only need one-anda-half machines, so it’s perfect for this older
model. It keeps the machine in use, with its
battery regularly cycled, and if there’s a
problem with a unit at another store, we
could ship that one across.
“It hasn’t happened yet, but we’re
prepared if we ever have a breakdown, as
our layouts are very specific with the aisle
widths we’ve chosen. We can’t just pop in a
ready-made unit from somewhere else.
When we order a new unit, it’s a 16-week
custom build to our requirements.”

SUPPORTIVE RELATIONSHIP
Wilkinson has only been managing NST for
four years and is clearly keen to carry on the
work of his uncle in keeping the business at
the forefront of both systems and service.
“We’re constantly optimising and looking
for more efficient, safer ways to do things.
We never stop,” he says. “That can make us
a bit demanding as a partner, but we have a
great relationship with Hubtex Australia. They
understand and respect what we’re trying to
do and will help where they can. We’ve never
had any drama, even when we’ve made
some pretty heavy demands on them.”
The changes being made in the business
now have seen NST take full advantage of
the customisation options available from
Hubtex to improve safety, protect racking,
minimise damage and improve efficiencies.
“Of late, we’ve done a lot more work with
them than we’ve done in the past,” Wilkinson
says. “Before it was just a service and a
check, now we’re pushing things to the next
level as part of our overall optimisation.
“Because we’ve got such a range of units,
from 23 years old to brand new, there are
different technologies, and we’ve found them
brilliantly supportive. Wayne from Hubtex
works with Mick, our guy who’s been
managing these changes, and together
they’ve come up with really good solutions.”
In terms of general performance, Wilkinson
points to the original machine: “We’ve looked
closely at the maintenance and serviceability

“We have a great relationship with Hubtex
Australia. They understand and respect what
we’re trying to do and will help where they can.”
and then factored that in what the
depreciating costs of a new unit would be,
and the sums still come out that it’s more
economic just to keep the one we’ve got,
which is amazing. There’s no downtime!”
Servicing the newer units is admittedly
easier, with the components having moved
to a modular design that in many cases can
be quickly swapped out.
Wilkinson says, “We have a team member
who runs our whole servicing program. With
these machines, there are so few problems
and they are so easily fixed: most of the time
we’ll get a message from our store saying

‘Sideloader down’ and before we do anything
about it from head office, there’s another
message saying ‘Sideloader back up’.
“But thanks to that close relationship, we
know if there ever was an issue, they’d be
here. Everything I’ve ever needed from
Hubtex, I’ve got straight away, so I’m a very
satisfied customer.”
For more, visit www.hubtex.com.au
or call 1300 365 621. The Federal
Government’s $150,000 instant asset
write-off initiative, in effect until
31 December, applies to all models.

Above: Low platform heights increase visibility and safety and lower the risk of damage to stock.

FIRST SUPER IS THE
INDUSTRY SUPER FUND
FOR TIMBER WORKERS
PUTTING MEMBERS FIRST

1300 360 988
www.firstsuper.com.au

First Super Pty Limited (ABN 42 053 498 472, AFSL 223988) as trustee of First Super (ABN 56 286 625 181). This information contains general advice which has been prepared
without taking into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. You should consider whether the advice is appropriate to your personal circumstances and consult the
Product Disclosure Statement www.firstsuper.com.au/pds before making any investment decision.
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Adapt to thrive
A

t the start of practically every successful
business story, there is a familiar pattern
of long hours, hard graft and thinking superquickly on your feet to grab hold of your
market and build it.
When Paul and Denise Bast bought ‘Good
Old Permewans’, then a Thrifty-Link store in
Hamilton, south-west Victoria, they did just
that, and had remarkable results. Just when
things were going smoothly, they had to
suddenly do it all again when a national chain
store moved into this regional centre in 2019.
But the Basts took on the challenge and have
emerged even stronger and more successful.
Here’s how they did it.

KNOW YOUR MARKET
Paul had worked at LA Walker Mitre 10, “the
other Hamilton hardware store” for 13 years,
including as store manager, when he and
Denise decided to buy Permewans in 2002.
Operating out of the same location since
1902, the store was a town landmark with
a great location, but had lost its way.
“I grew up in Hamilton and Permewans
had been a very prominent business in town,
but by the time we bought it, it had been
running down for a while,” Paul says.
Undeterred, he could see the potential of
the store. Unlike LA Walker, then the town’s
trade specialist store, Permewans’ business
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was mixed, with rural supply, produce and
DIY making up most of the sales. Paul knew
the local area relied on the store as a onestop shop, and was determined to keep faith
with long-time customers at the same time
as drawing in new ones.
“We knew that achieving our goals for
sales relied on service,” says Paul. “So we
took on all the staff. A lot of them had been
long-time employees of Permewans and they
knew the customers well.”
While the staff were welcome, the stock
was largely outdated and insufficient. “On
purchasing, we held a big clearance to clear a
lot of the dead stock and we rebuilt from
www.timbertradernews.com

PHOTOS: COURTESY PERMEWANS MITRE 10/IHG

Permewans Mitre 10 has undergone a great period of growth and revival over the past two
decades. So when a competitor with deep pockets came to town, this local hero was ready.

COVER STORY

Clockwise from top left: Conscious of its rural location, Permewans is a one-stop shop for farmers and DIYers as well as trade customers; The new timber yard
makes it easy for customers or delivery trucks to load orders and go; Permewans location has an almost 120-year history in its prime location; Some of the
valued Permewans’ staff, including Paul (second from left) and Denise (centre) in the new Mitre 10 uniforms.

there,” Paul says. “It was a pretty tough time
for about three years. The business grew very
quickly, as we opened up the trading hours
and put in place a number of other initiatives.
We worked seven days a week and at the
end of the day there wasn’t a lot left in the
pot: we had a very busy store!”
Even more than the standard Independent
Hardware Group store, Permewans was and
is particularly local. Both townsfolk and rural
customers had long been used to it selling
general produce as well as hardware, which
led to an extremely eclectic range. As Paul
puts it, “We’ve got bulk honey, there’s a lot of
pet supplies, we sell fish, we do home
brewing… We have all the products a normal
hardware store has and then we’ve always
had these little pockets in our business that
we’ve kept because they have a strong
community connection. We do big containers
of gravy powder and bread flours, so there’s a
bit of grocery in there as well. Those type of
lines have been hero lines for us, and we’ve
made sure we’ve held onto them.”
www.timbertradernews.com

Permewans is particularly local. Both townsfolk
and rural customers are used to it selling general
produce as well as hardware.
The fish aren’t just pets, Paul says, “A lot of
the farmers buy them to put in their water
troughs to keep the mozzies out. We’ve
always sold goldfish, that’s one of the things
the community knows us for and we’ve
made sure we’ve held onto the things the
community knows they can get here.”
The hard work paid off: Permewans won
multiple state awards and rebranded as a
Home Timber & Hardware store in 2014. In
2015, the Basts bought the timber and
plumbing business next door (the timber yard
had been sold off from Permewans under a
previous owner) and expanded the hardware
and timber offer, becoming an even more
effective ‘one-stop’. In early 2019, the store

won National HTH Store of the Year at the
annual IHG Awards. By then, Paul was even
getting regular sleep and days off.
Then Bunnings arrived in Hamilton.

RAPID REFOCUS
“We sort of expected it,” says Paul. “There
had been talk in our town for nearly 10 years
that Bunnings would be here at some stage.
So we started future-proofing years ago, with
decisions like buying back the timber yard.”
When word went out that Bunnings was
buying Walker’s, Paul was one of the first
people to hear of it. But the news was less
of a shock, more of a challenge, and Paul
felt the Permewans team was up for it.
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Above: Part of the 2019 change from Home Timber & Hardware to Mitre 10 branding was a paint job, with
the recognisable deep blue going over the old turquoise exterior (see inset, right).

For eight weeks, Permewans was trading on its
own. Paul seized the chance to get the local
tradies into the routine of choosing his store.
“I felt we could even prosper under the new
environment,” he says. “That we could grow
sales and do things that they don’t do. So
we had a meeting with IHG and we looked
at our strengths and weaknesses and
opportunities and started working on them.”
Aware that Hamilton had grown used to
identifying Mitre 10 as the speciality trade
brand in town, the Basts took two key steps
to take ownership of that sector before their
competitor moved in. The first was a simple
speed-up of their expansion into the trade
side that had already begun with timber,
plumbing and site deliveries. Now they set
up relationships with specialty suppliers that
local builders were familiar with. The second
was to rebrand as a Mitre 10 store and to

re-design the store itself – suddenly Paul,
Denise and the team were working round
the clock again.
“There was a very short period of time to
get everything done,” says Paul. “IHG helped
by sending out a couple of people who were
really handy, and our staff were great, but
there was a good month there when I was
only getting four or five hours sleep a night.”
Much of the work was done in the period
between Walkers closing and Bunnings
opening, where for eight weeks, Permewans
was trading on its own in Hamilton. Paul
seized the chance to get the local tradies into
the routine of choosing his store.
One of the biggest changes was to the
timber yard, which was extended and had

new racking installed to fit the new ranges.
“It was gravel, so we needed to put down
2200m2 of concrete,” Paul says. “And since
we were the only ones trading in town, I was
on the forklift every night, moving things so
they could do the next pour and we could still
get our customers in the next morning.”
At the same time, the outside of the
building was receiving its official blue coat
and the signage and displays inside were
being tweaked. “Luckily, we weren’t far off
the mark to begin with our in-store displays
and ranging,” says Paul. “Overall, it was a
massive job but we knew what we had to do
and we knew that it wasn’t forever, this was
just a time we had to work through.”
Along with the practical changes, the Basts
revisited their marketing approach, which had
always relied heavily on local radio. “We
changed our tagline to ‘locally owned’,” Paul
says. “We did this right at the start of the
process, so there were four months before
the competitor opened where the consumer
was hearing the message that we were local,
local, local. We also sponsored a segment on
the radio where a tradie can put his ad on
and it runs our tagline at the end. Between
that and our other sponsorships, it reminded
people who’s really part of this town.”

COMMUNITY NOT CORPORATE

Above: Pet and stock supplies are still strong sellers in the store. Permewans is probably the only store in
the whole IHG network to sell goldfish, which are used in water troughs as well as popular pets.
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Since that frantic few months, Hamilton
Bunnings has opened, much of Australia
caught fire, and a global pandemic has hit.
So how are things going at Permewans?
“Our timber sales for the first quarter of
this year are up 280%, so it’s going all right!,”
Paul says, laughing. “We survived this past
year well, thanks to our staff, who have
helped us out a lot. They made it possible to
get through what had been a longer-term
trade growth plan in a very short time.”
Eight new team members have joined the
existing 20 over the past 12 months, two of
which were ex-Bunnings. “One of them had
worked with me at Walkers,” says Paul. “He
didn’t feel the Bunnings ethos suited him,
and felt Permewans was a better fit. So he
came over and then about three weeks ago,
www.timbertradernews.com
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Above: The old HTH timber yard with its historic structure. The timber has moved for easy access and this
area is now used for rural supplies. Left: A true one-stop shop, farmers can pick up a drench or halter.

“For people who are really busy, we will save
you money by getting it on site with our delivery
fleet that includes a crane truck.”

another guy followed. That’s taken the
pressure off. It’s probably only been the last
three or four weeks out of the last 18
months that we’ve been able to catch our
breath.”
The store’s success has been important to
the community in a time of recession and
Covid. Many of the staff have been there
long-term, including one who came with the
buyout and several who followed Paul over
from Walkers. And those aren’t the only jobs
Permewans has helped keep going: local
builders have been able to take advantage of
the expanded range, deeper stocking levels
and easier access to help grow their
businesses, too.
Paul says, “We’ve got pretty well anything
you’d want out of a timber yard: pines,
Design Pine, LVLs, glulams, all your decking –
spotted gum, merbau, treated pine, cypress
– and then posts and so on. We set the yard
www.timbertradernews.com

up so they could get in and out in a hurry, ,
with everything they want.
“And for people who are really busy, we
will save you money by getting it on site with
our delivery fleet that includes a crane truck.
So if you give us an order – however you
want to send it to us: call, email, a photo on
your phone – we’ll have it on site for you
early that morning so your team can just
keep working. It’s very much a service
philosophy that we work on.”
Jobs haven’t been the only way in which
Permewans has helped the Hamilton area
this year. A donation of 5000 masks to the
local hospital to distribute to people who
can’t afford them is the latest community
sponsorship in a long list. Paul shrugs off
praise, saying that as members of the
community, he and Denise benefit, too.
“We’ve always looked at things the
community needs at the time,” he says.
“We have a crossing lady here in town and
she’s very helpful. Some years ago, the
council were going to defund her, so we paid
her wages until they reinstated her. Little
things like that are easy to do. And then

we’ve got the usual sports teams,
preschools, cake decorating committees…
we try to help everyone out in some way.
Our opposition is all corporate and they play
nice on TV. In bigger areas that probably
works for them, but around here, we can do
a lot better than that for a lot less money.”
As for what’s next on the table, Paul and
Denise, who manages the office and
accounts while he focuses on the store, have
a simple goal: “Maybe a little bit less work.”
Even then, Paul has a list up his sleeve,
saying, “We’ve still got a lot to do in store.
We’ve moved most things to cater for the
growth in business and the changes, but
there’s a fair bit of work left to do to finish
off. The next 12 months to two years will be
working on some of the ranges internally to
finish off what we intended to do.”
His next successes will be built just as this
one was: “We just try to do the best we can
do, there’s no set formula for it. It’s just
making sure we’re doing the best we can do.
There are always avenues for improvement.
We’re always looking for different ways we
can improve and grow our business.”
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Lower the risk
T

he Bushfire Royal Commission recently
handed down its 1000-page final report
(https://naturaldisaster.royalcommission.gov.
au/publications/royal-commission-nationalnatural-disaster-arrangements-report).
Alongside important recommendations
regarding government action, better
firefighting capacity and mitigation strategies,
an entire chapter (19) is dedicated to land-use
planning and building regulation.

In this chapter, the report specifically
recommends “The Australian Building Codes
Board, working with other bodies as
appropriate, should: … conduct an evaluation
as to whether the National Construction
Code should be amended to specifically
include, as an objective of the code, making
buildings more resilient to natural hazards.”
Basically, we need buildings that are less
likely to burn. For the timber industry, that’s
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a key challenge when it comes to the
Australian market. Many people wrongly
assume timber is always a fire risk.
Rather than argue the evidence of timber’s
safety – because as we’ve seen in much of
2020, evidence often fails when it goes up
against beliefs – FLAMEfixx has turned the
problem around and used clever research to
deliver a treated pine range that is proven to
be significantly more fire resistant.
www.timbertradernews.com

PHOTOS: COURTESY FLAMEFIXX

In the wake of the last, disastrous, fire season, materials are under close scrutiny. Clever
options like FLAMEfixx use advanced technology to make timber safer in BAL-zones and more.
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FLAMEfixx launched early this year with a range
of H3, BAL 29-treated screening, decking and
structural timbers (joists and bearers).

Left: With its greeny-gold pine finish, FLAMEfixx
decking is easy to install, but comes with the
BAL 29 rating of many hardwoods Above: The
BRANZ Fire Test Certificate for FLAMEfixx cladding.

Above: FLAMEfixx decking meets
NSW fire protection requirements
for external structures.

FINDING THE SOLUTION
FLAMEfixx was born in Auckland-based
Wood Modification Technologies. Managing
director Ron Moon had long envisioned an
effective process that would lower fire risk in
timber, helping builders in BAL-rated zones
get the best of both fire safety and the speed
and cost savings of timber construction.
“Bushfires play a big role in the Australian
market,” he says, “so we knew there was a
huge market opportunity.
“The holy grail for us was a total solution
that combined outdoor protection to H3 and
meeting AS 3959 (Construction of building in
Bushfire prone areas) at BAL 29 rating.”
www.timbertradernews.com

As it turned out, the solution was an actual
solution. The full product name, FLAMEfixx
dFx®, spells it out, with the d standing for
durable wood preservative and Fx for
proprietary inorganic metal fire retardant.
Both are combined in a patented formula that
is impregnated into sustainable, plantationgrown radiata pine using vacuum pressure.
“The market had been looking for
something like this for about 50 years,” says
Moon, “and around the world, no one had
cracked it. It was complicated: the product
formulation needed to be stable and able to
be impregnated into timber, then achieve a
process to fix the chemical into the timber

and finally to meet the burn tests
(combustion) Standard (AS 3837) for both
peak and average heat release. We started
our R&D period in 2014.”
It was not a perfectly straightforward
process – “We spent the first three years
working on a chemistry that in the end
simply couldn’t deliver the outcomes,” says
Moon. “But we really believed in what we
were doing and those failures ultimately set
us on the pathway to FLAMEfixx.
“There was definitely a spot of frustration
and even despair in there, but we knew the
idea itself was important, and every passing
fire season emphasised the need,” he adds,
ruefully, listing some of the many technical,
engineering and chemical challenges that
had to be solved before the team could
successfully deliver a commercial product.
Finally, FLAMEfixx was ready for market
and launched early this year with a range of
screening, decking and structural timbers
(joists and bearers).
“It means we can take FLAMEfixx treated
pine timbers into bushfire-prone areas that
were previously the domain of only nontimber products or expensive, naturally
BAL 29-rated hardwoods,” Moon says. “This
initial release will soon be extended into a
wider range of products including cladding
products (weatherboards, fascia, soffits) and
glulam posts/beams that are particularly
valuable in mid-rise construction, where fires
are also a significant concern. We’re also
working on expanding our offer, including into
H4, BAL40 and USA Wildfires categories.”

GREEN AND CLEAN
One of the challenges for the FLAMEfixx
development process was keeping the
product as clean as possible. Moon and his
team had seen the increasing restrictions put
on treatments in sensitive applications, such
as residential and childcare use, and wanted
to reassure the marketplace the product
would also be safe to live with day to day.
“We were clear from an early stage that
there was an opportunity to introduce a very
sustainable product,” Moon says. “We use
sustainable radiata pine that’s plantation
grown with a 28-30 year regenerative cycle.
The H3 wood preservative is a water-based
biocide and the flame retardant is an
inorganic metal oxide. The Health, Safety and
Environmental (HSE) profile of FLAMEfixx
has no adverse environmental issues with
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FIRE FEATURE

Thorough testing to
ANZ Standards was
carried out at BRANZ,
an indpendent
research organisation.

Above: FLAMEfixx timbers can be used for bearers, joists, decking and screening.

Moon and his team were also conscious
of smoke inhalation, the number one cause
of fire-related deaths. They knew that
lowering the amount and toxicity of the
smoke generated would help to increase
survivability in bushfires and house fires.
“The flame retardant we used is an
inorganic metal oxide that contains no
hydrocarbons, so no black smoke is
produced,” Moon says.
While the Australian Standard test isn’t
reliant on smoke values for approval,
American tests are. “Testing in the USA for
wildfires requires both a Smoke Developed
Index (SDI) and a Flame Spread Index (FSI)
value in order to gain approval,” says Moon.
“The FLAMEfixx smoke values are extremely
low and consistently within the SDI 0-15
range and FSI 5-15 range. Untreated radiata
pine SDI values average 115 and FSI 65.”

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

Above: Structural MGP10/F7 timbers are available
with FLAMEfixx treatment.

R&D was complete in 2019 and an Australian
market entry plan was designed with NSW
and Victoria launches at the start of 2020,
followed by the other states and territories.
“We’re still more or less following that
plan,” Moon says, “but Covid has impacted
production and distribution and consequently
delayed some launch dates.”
Once again, the team has turned this
setback into a plus, with the additional time
being used to educate the marketplace
about FLAMEfixx.
ITI Australia is the local distributor and
Dane Kearns, national product manager ITI
has been taking the message out. “There’s
a sophisticated understanding about the
need for this product out there,” he says.
“Recently we had a builder’s breakfast at
Katoomba Mitre 10 in the Blue Mountains
(NSW) and the builders we talked to had a
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great understanding of BAL ratings and the
requirements set out by the RFS. Builders in
these regional and rural areas do a lot of
BAL-rated decks and houses, so being able
to add this product to their core materials
range is great for them.”
Moon says the sustainability of the timber
and treatment have helped with marketing,
but some drivers are more basic: “Builders
really like the familiarity and ease of working
with timber compared to cement, fibre
cement or steel products in BAL-rated zones.”
The first launch range was decided partly
because screening, decking and structural
MGP10/F7 timbers represent a significant
part of the Australian market in bushfireaffected areas. It was also partly because
the AS 3959 testing regime using cone
calorimetry provided a shorter (though not
less difficult) path to market.
Now Moon and his team are working on
the next chapter of the FLAMEfixx story.
“We are moving into FLAMEfixx fingerjointed and laminated products, which include
cladding (weatherboards, fascia, etc.) and
glulam products for both BAL 29 and BAL 40,
requiring assembly-based façade testing (AS
1530.8.1),” Moon says. Future developments
may also include roundwood posts and poles,
though H4 and H5 treatments would
significantly increase the product costs.
“Right now,” Moon says, “FLAMEfixx has
just commenced testing to a higher bushfire
attack level rating, BAL40, via the Australian
Standard Test (AS 1530.8.1) with Warrington
Fire. We’re looking to gain BAL40 approval
for external wall cladding systems,
subflooring (joists and bearers) and decking,
which will further increase the number of
Australian homes that can choose to build
safely with timber.”
For more, visit www.flamefixx.com.au
www.timbertradernews.com
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clean air emissions and leaves a nonhazardous residual ash, so in the case of
a fire, it’s safer for people evacuating or
sheltering in place while the fire front
passes, and also an easier clean-up.”
Thorough testing to ANZ Standards was
carried out at BRANZ, an indpendent
research organisation for the building
industry (certification can be downloaded
from the FLAMEfixx website), which proved
the product withstood exposure up to
BAL 29 conditions.
The choice of the initial launch range was
made in response to evidence gathered
after major fires in the past few decades.
Common ignition zones include decks and
other structures in the first 400mm above
any horizontal surface. These are the areas
where ember attacks are concentrated. In
NSW, Rural Fire Service (RFS) policy affects
the National Construction Code applying to
these areas and requires a BAL 29-rated
product, even in locations where the AS only
requires BAL 12.5 or BAL 19.
As Moon says, “People in those BAL
areas can now keep the traditional timber
deck and build it out of FLAMEfixx pine
that’s easy to use and still very affordable
compared to options that satisfy BAL 29.
FLAMEfixx meets all the standards and
delivers that extra security.”

flamefixx.com.au

PMS 2349 C
CMYK C18 M90 Y99 K7
RGB R191 G60 B39

PMS 2010 C
CMYK C1 M39 Y98 K0
RGB R248 G167 B33

PMS 3435
CMYK C88 M44 Y80 K48
RGB R10 G72 B52

H3 Premium

H3 Premium

SCREENING

H3

DECKING

STRUCTURAL

WORLD’S FIRST!

IMPREGNATED TREATED PINE PRODUCT THAT EXCEEDS BAL-29
RATINGS WHILST ALSO MEETING HAZARD CLASS 3 (H3)
OPTIMAL PROTECTION AGAINST AUSTRALIAN BUSH FIRES

FLAMEfixx dFx® has been extensively tested and exceeds the
requirements of BAL-29 set out in the Australian Standard AS 3959-2018.
Test certificates available online via our website.

DFX® PROCESS TECHNOLOGY

Patented, industry-leading technology combines a globally approved,
durable (d) wood preservative and a proprietary fire-retardant (Fx) into a
single working solution.

PLAYGROUND SUITABLE, ENVIRONMENT SAFE

The wood preservative active ingredients are propiconazole, tebuconazole
(fungicides) and permethrin, which are found in other treated wood products.
The fire-retardant consists of an inorganic metal oxide which is both inert
and non-hazardous. FLAMEfixx dFx® is suitable for outdoor, above-ground
applications including playgrounds and decks.

IDENTIFICATION

All decking, screening and structural timbers are edge-branded with
the logo, the Hazard Class [H3], treatment plant number & chemical
identification number all in a single, rectangular grid.

25-YEAR PERFORMANCE WARRANTY

Backed by a 25-year performance warranty for protection against fungal decay
and termites when installed in exterior, above-ground applications.

SUSTAINABLE
TIMBER
PRODUCTS

FLAMEfixx dFx® is a registered trademark of Wood Modification Technologies Ltd

PEOPLE BUSINESS

PEOPLE BUSINESS
with Peter Maguire

This Christmas,
fatigue and
anxiety levels are
likely to be more
pronounced.

Covid Christmas
A

round the country, we are still at various
stages of emergence from the Covid-19
pandemic restrictions into something more
like our normal lives albeit with a big ‘new’
preceding that ‘normal’.
Mask wearing in public and physical
distancing and restrictions on business
operations and crowd sizes will be with us
for some time to come.
As Christmas looms, we also need to
consider what this year has been like for
everyone. There have been innumerable
stresses in 2020 for our businesses, our

people and their families and friends, and
the responses to them have been varied.
We all want to enjoy the festive season
but we also have to remember that there
are rules to be followed so that the
experience of 2020 does not come again.
Here are a few thoughts on things to keep
front of mind.

PEOPLE ARE TIRED…
Each year, when we get to the end of the
year, the incidences of people misbehaving
tend to escalate with the mix of fatigue from
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a long year, money shortage stresses at
Christmastime, having the time to get all of
that shopping done and a bit of partying and
alcohol consumption thrown into the mix.
This year, with the impacts the pandemic
has had, the fatigue and anxiety levels are
likely to be more pronounced and the party
experience is likely to be more prominent
too because people have been missing the
social connection.
So don’t be a grinch and spoil the fun but
make sure that you are clear with your
people on what the expectations are and
www.timbertradernews.com
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Jingle bells might sound a little different this year, here’s how to help staff adapt.

PEOPLE BUSINESS
keep an eye out for anyone who is
struggling. Just ask if they are OK and listen
if they want to have a chat.

PEOPLE HAVEN’T BEEN IN FOR
A WHILE…
For many people, it has been months since
they have come into work either because
they could work from home or because
there has been no work for them.
The reality for many will be that they need
to become reconditioned to coming in –
getting back to that routine, undertaking the
commute and then adjusting to the realities
of being back in the physical workplace with
other people. There might also be some
significant changes to the way that you do
things because of the pandemic and its
ongoing effects.
Be clear about expectations and rules, be
patient while people readjust and be
proactive in asking if anyone is struggling
with anything and seek solutions.

PEOPLE NEED TO FEEL SAFE…
You need to ensure that you have your
Covid-safe working plan in place and people
understand how that works.
That means managing physical distancing,
wearing of masks, hand washing and
sanitation on the job as well as in the
management of shared spaces and facilities
such as meals areas and toilets. Then of

course there is the interaction with
customers where they are physically present
in the workplace.
Add to that making sure that anyone who
has flu-like symptoms doesn’t come in until
after they have been tested and cleared.
All of that needs to be in your plan and
you need to educate your people about
these requirements and require them to
comply with all of these rules.
Showing your people that you are serious
about keeping them safe will help to deflate
that ‘elephant in the room’ for everyone.

PEOPLE WANT CHANGE…
There are two elements to this.
The first, for those who have had the
opportunity to work from home, is that many
have enjoyed it for a variety of reasons and
may well want to keep doing it.
Consider what has worked well with each
employee who is in that situation and what
perhaps has not worked so well. Be open to
making adjustments because flexible
working is very much here to stay and it will
be much higher on people’s job preferences.
Have good business reasons as to why
people might need to come in and relate
them to specific functions, meetings or
interactions where there is a demonstrable
benefit in doing that face to face.
Be prepared to listen and genuinely
consider what each person has to say about

their situation and, if you can’t reach
agreement with their requests, be clear
about why that is the case.

PEOPLE WANT POSITIVE
LEADERSHIP…
Recognising the realities of what this time
of this year looks like for everyone, being
clear about the rules and checking in with
everyone to see that they are OK are all
parts of what people expect of a good boss.
Exercising patience with people’s
struggles and flexibility with their personal
and family needs in these challenging times
can be a struggle for an employer, especially
in businesses that have been hit hard
commercially in the pandemic.
If you are feeling stressed or cross about
something, take a step back before you
reactively do something that might not be
the right thing in the circumstances. Take
a breath and, if you can, perhaps take time
to get advice about the best way to deal
with the situation.
Of course, in order for people to get the
best leadership, the leader needs to be the
best that they can be. So look after #1 and
assure that you optimise your wellbeing to
lead your people as well as you can in these
challenging times.
Best wishes for the festive season and
let’s all look forward to a much safer and
more enjoyable and prosperous 2021.

Peter Maguire is the owner and practice leader of Ridgeline HR, an award winning HRM consulting practice which he
founded in 2000. Peter is an acknowledged expert in workplace relations compliance and also a high-performance
leadership coach with over 40 years experience in HRM. Ridgeline HR’s byline is Helping PEOPLE in BUSINESS and that
is essentially what Peter does – help business people with their people business.

Coming up in

AUSTRALIAN
MADE
Coming up in the January 2021
issue of TimberTrader News,
a special feature on:
• Australian manufacturing, forestry
and local suppliers.
• Helping to secure jobs and rebuild
the economy faster.
Does your company want to be a part of this in-depth feature? For advertising your products and services
to our 5000+ readers, contact Julie McConachy on 0409 381 813 or email juliem@paragonmedia.com.au
For editorial opportunities, contact Donyale Harrison on 0417 487 497 or email donyale.harrison@paragonmedia.com.au
ADVERTISING AND EDITORIAL DEADLINE: Thursday 26 November 2020.

www.timbertradernews.com
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Christmas catch-up
Been meaning to get ahead on your industry development for the fabrication and building
sectors but had no time before Christmas? Here’s the reading and watching list for you!
ack in the first half of the year, as we
went in and out of different styles of
lockdowns around the country, there were
a lot of plans for using the opportunity to
catch up on professional development (or
learn Italian or rollerskating). Some people
powered though that plan! Others decided to
go easy on themselves and stuck to
mastering six different conferencing
platforms, home schooling and making DIY
loo paper through March. Some just made
their way through Netflix, and there’s no
judgement here.
If things have calmed down for you now,
one of the good things to come out of 2020
has been the rise of the free online learning
and information resource. Here are a few
faves from this year that are worth catching
over the holiday break.

WEBINARS
WoodSolutions have been one of the great
treasures of the year, with their regular
Tuesday webinars on a range of building,
design and fabrication issues. You’ll find the
whole series at www.woodsolutions.com.
au/podcasts/woodsolutions-weeklywebinars-2020. The following stood out for
their practical applications.
Reciprocal Framing Systems looks at a
method of providing structural support with

mutually supported beams in a closed
circuit. Beams are shorter and loads move
differently along paths, minimising
deflections and vibration and allowing for
complex roof shape designs that are easier
to build with smaller, lighter members.
There’s a bit of complexity in the design and
more labour and connections required, but
also a lot of potential advantages.
Using Cross-Laminated Timber in
Residential Construction takes this
increasingly popular mass timber material
and moves it into a domestic sphere. Tyson
Infanti from XLam gives a breakdown of the
material’s qualities and possibilities and talks
about the design potential in residential
building where its superlative strength can
allow for architecture otherwise not possible
in timber. Infanti is extremely practical,
pointing out that CLT can’t compete with
light timber framing on cost, but showing
how its construction time benefits and a
range of environmental qualities may make
it worth using in high-end homes.
Efficient Residential Structural Timber
Design & Supply Specification is
presented by Pryda’s Ian Hayward, who
brings his years of experience to talking
through the engineering and design of
prefabricated elements and how to specify
for best performance and efficiency. Some

of this will already be known to readers, but
following the whole process gives insights
into the abilities of prefabricated timber and
offers easy design solutions for common
issues, while also providing a very handy
summation of how the whole system works
for other stakeholders.
Tiny homes, do they work? may not be
100% applicable to most of us, but Peter
Maddison from Grand Designs presents
a practical overview of this Hipster-friendly
home style that may boom in the near
future as part of the strong current trend to
tree changes. He looks at several real-world
models, including CLT routed prefab and
light timber framing models that can be
reconfigured with lifestyle changes.
One other thing to note is the emphasis
on timber for midrise construction in the
topics list. This will be a key growth area for
fabricators over the coming decades. If
you’re already interested in or moving into
this area, check out www.woodsolutions.
com.au/podcasts/mid-rise-timbermasterclasses as well.

PODCASTS
For those who prefer to listen while they
run/garden/veg out looking at the waves
rather than a screen, there are a range of
wood-related podcasts available, too.

PHOTOS: COURTESY FWPA
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Above: New timber approaches, such as CLT in residential builds, are covered in several FWPA webinars.
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Above: Whether you prefer to watch, listen or read, there’s plenty of timber news to brush up on over the break.

FWPA’s WoodChat is into its second year
and has covered an enormous range of
topics from high-end research through to
forestry and marketing.
Free to download through SoundCloud,
Spotify and Apple Podcasts, several episodes
are particularly relevant. Ep 14 - Building
with wood in bushfire-prone areas features
Boris Iskra talking about timber’s ability to
meet the bushfire safety requirements of
Australia’s national codes and standards.
Ep 9 - How electronic tags can enhance
construction benefits of prefabricated
timber hears from UTS’s Prof Perry Forsythe
about a trial attaching small, radio-frequency
tags to construction elements manufactured
offsite. The tags help contractors understand
what each piece is, what its properties are
and how it should be used, as well as hold
that information for later building users.

MISSED ANY TTN?
I won’t take it personally: I have about four
months’ worth of New Scientist to catch up
on over the break myself. If you want to
target your reading, these stories offer the
most practical benefits for your time.
www.timbertradernews.com

Reciprocal Framing Systems looks at a method of
providing structural support with mutually
supported beams in a closed circuit.
‘The One Thing I’d Add…’ occasional series
talks with various experts about the tips
they’d share with their friends. Two of these
are applicable across the industry, Ed
Serrano’s comments on customisation in the
July issue (www.timbertradernews.
com/2020/07/22/customisations-power/)
and Warwick Porter’s piece on machines that
deliver the best bang for your buck in October
(www.timbertradernews.com/2020/10/14/
one-thing-id-add-machines/).
Both stories offer insights that will help
almost every fabricator – and many other
businesses – to increase their efficiencies
and offer, which will help whether you’re
wanting to grow your business or deal with
the volumes you already have in play.
In terms of products that can add value to
your offer, the Engineered timber story in last

month’s TTN covers a lot of ways in which
fabricators can benefit from using more EWP
and the services offered by their suppliers
(www.timbertradernews.com/2020/10/28/
strength-and-systems/). Our special on
Australian innovation in September looked at
Stormseal, which delivers benefits ranging
from protecting sites to possible licensing
opportunities (www.timbertradernews.
com/2020/09/02/the-innovators/). And for
those whose businesses include timber
supply, especially in regional areas, the round
wood feature in July is also worth checking
out (www.timbertradernews.
com/2020/07/08/round-wood/).
There’s more than enough learning to fill
your downtime, but feel free to just relax
instead, you’ve earned it! From all of us at
TTN, a very Merry Christmas!
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IN THE FRAME
By Craig Kay, national product engineer, Tilling

Traps in building design
Even a careful designer can fall into one of these common traps when calculating design
elements within residential timber structures.
ny building industry practitioner
designing a structure understands that
individual, or groups of members are
designed by following a series of logical
decision-making steps:
• Determination of the loads the structure
is likely to experience over its lifetime.
This will include permanent loads
(typically the structure itself and fixed
objects) and imposed loads such as floor
live loads due to people and furniture,
and of course the effects of wind loads
on the overall structure.
• Calculation of the element size and type
via engineers’ calculations, span tables or
structural software – this software is
often supplied by distributors of EWP
because their product usually has
individual structural properties. In general,
the design of the structure will be based
upon strength and serviceability
(deflection) criteria defined within relevant
standards referenced in the NCC.
• Combination of those elements into
a complete structure expressed via
drawings and specifications to facilitate
construction.
That said, there are still traps to be found.
Here are a few areas that create challenges
when designers are calculating the design
elements within residential timber structures.

TRAP #1 – ACCUMULATED
DEFLECTIONS
A designer can use the tools at their disposal
to correctly design all the individual elements
to have expected deflections less than the
maximum required by a relevant standard. It
is only when they are added to a ‘system’
where elements are supported by each other,
that unforeseen outcomes may arise.
For example, consider intermediate floor
bearer Beam A, which in turn has one end
supported by Beam B. Beam B is also a load

bearing beam in its own right, supporting
wall and roof loads (See Image 1, below).
In isolation, but following the deflection
(serviceability) limits of AS 1720.3:2016 for
bearers, both beam A and beam B were
designed to the maximum permanent
deflection of 12mm.
This is where the system effects begin
to operate. Because one end of Beam A
is supported at the midspan of Beam B,
this end is now shifted lower by the
deflection of Beam B. Therefore, the global
deflection of Beam A is 12mm at its
midspan + 12/2mm from Beam B, which
gives a total of 18mm.
If Beam B was also supported by
elements down the load path that allow
some deflection, then it follows that there
could be further deflection accumulated at
the midspan of Beam A.
In practice, very few bearers are designed
to their maximum serviceability limits, and
therefore the above is an extreme example,
however the concept of deflection
accumulation must be considered by
designers. If Beam A was a beam over an
operable wall that required tight tolerance to
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Image 1: Accumulated deflections can occur.
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prevent the door jamming, then the
deflection of a beam lower down on the
load path may only manifest as a critical
issue at the top of the structure.
Good software packages will help you to
design with these accumulations in mind.
For example, the free SmartFrame software
offered by Tilling allows the user to input
design data such that the loads from one
element can be added to another to create
a load path, thus this cumulative deflection
can be easily modelled.

TRAP #2 – VARIATION OF JOIST
DIRECTION
In a very competitive environment,
especially in the project housing market, a
designer of a floor system is encouraged to
look for the most economical joist/bearer
layout as possible. Often this action results
in the need to change joist directions over
different parts of the floor system to best
match the span capabilities of the joists.
Joist direction changes and a mixture of
span types can be a powerful tool for the
designer but, unless managed carefully, may
also lead to unforeseen issues.
Consider a change in joist direction at a wall
brought about by the geometric shape of the
lower floor in Image 2 (opposite page, top).
This example is potentially a trap that
designers need to manage carefully. The
joists shown horizontal are supported at the
wall and are thus fixed in height at that
point. The first long span joist running
parallel to the internal wall theoretically may
have up to 15mm permanent deflection at
midspan – along the line marked between
A and A (Line AA).
From the fixed height at the wall, the floor
level drops the 15mm in the distance of a
joist spacing (usually 450-600mm). I have
personally experienced this phenomenon as
I walked along a real life Line AA and
www.timbertradernews.com
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Image 2: Variation of joist direction.
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visible deflections are
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suddenly felt catapulted forward when
stepping into this area where the joists
run in the other direction.
While it is unlikely that a real-life example
is going to be quite as severe as the 15mm
scenario described above, the example is
used to demonstrate what may happen if
designers are not aware of this potential
design issue. Notwithstanding that this is an
extreme scenario, experience shows that
even a small variation in height over a short
distance within a floor is discernible by
occupants of the dwelling.

TRAP #3 – DEFLECTION OF
RAFTERS/JOISTS ADJACENT TO A
PARALLEL WALL
While this trap is similar to the previous
example, it often manifests itself more as
a visual issue. When someone in the
building walks upstairs, at the point where
their eyes are at the level of the ceiling
(under upper floor joists or rafters), they can
look along the ceiling plane to a straight
feature behind, thus noticing the curvature
of the deflected element.
Consider the common example of long
rafters with a fitted ceiling, adjacent to a
raked wall (Image 3, left).
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wall
and
raked wall andPlaster
adjacent
raked
wall andrafter
adjacent
adjacent
rafter
rafter

A long span rafter with ceiling may have a
permanent deflection at mid span of up to
20mm. The adjacent wall that is built on the
rake will have a consistent rise (straight line),
and at the ends of the rafter will be at the
same level. At midspan however, the parallel
rafter, will deflect down 20mm below the
wall line.
If there is a wide spacing of rafters, this
variation may not be terribly evident, but if
the rafter spacing is down to 600mm, then
the slope of the ceiling from the wall to the
first rafter becomes more evident.
If there is a stair to an upper level and a
person can look along the ceiling line against
a straight edge, the deflection becomes
immediately evident, and oftentimes the
homeowner will raise a concern.
For most people, the residential house is
their largest single investment in their life,
and they understandably take the building
of their new home very seriously. In my
experience, it is very hard to convince a new
homeowner that some visible deflections
are to be expected.
Experience shows that if a building
designer is cognisant that they not only have
to correctly design individual elements, but
they also consider the combination of those
elements, and relative deflections of
elements adjacent to a fixed object, many of
these traps described above can be avoided,
and thus deliver happy homeowners.

Cross
Section
Cross
Section

Cross section

Image 3: Deflections adjacent to a parallel wall.

For more information on this topic, contact Craig Kay and the Tilling engineers via email at techsupport@tilling.com.au

STAY ON THE PULSE
From new products and techniques to industry issues and
campaigns, keep up to date with what’s happening in the
timber world with a subscription to TimberTrader News.
TimberTrader News is the industry’s top resource, including sector
news, profiles on industry personalities and in-depth features.
12 month subscription is only A$99 or A$120 for NZ subscribers.
www.timbertradernews.com/subscribe or phone on (02) 9439 1955

AUSTRALIA’S MOST RELEVANT AND WELL-LOVED TIMBER INDUSTRY MAGAZINE
www.timbertradernews.com
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here is no doubt 2020 has been a
difficult year for many with bushfires,
floods and of course the dreaded Covid-19
pandemic. However, there are some in
society who have struggled more than
others with a huge increase in domestic
and family violence.
You may be reading this and wonder what
this has to do with the frame and truss
industry. Short version: it’s important for us
to realise that tackling domestic and family
violence (DFV) is everyone’s responsibility.
A recent opinion piece in the Sydney
Morning Herald by Ruth Weatherall titled
Workplaces can play a big role in helping
domestic violence victims recognised the
important role workplaces can play in
reducing the impact and damage of DFV.
The article recognised that abusers can:
• Destroy workplace property;
• Prevent victims from going to work, and;
• Harass and message victims in the
workplace affecting their ability to work.
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The cost of domestic
violence to the
Australian economy
each year is estimated
to be $22 billion.

Not only can you make a difference by
making changes to your workplace, but
supporting victims also brings benefits such
as reducing staff turnover, reducing
absenteeism and holding on to talented
workers while helping maintain productivity.
A survey by White Ribbon in 2017 found
that 80% of employees would not feel ‘very
confident’ knowing how to help a colleague
experiencing violence outside of work. This
demonstrates that many workplaces are not
adequately equipped to support their
colleagues through a DFV experience.
Furthermore, DFV is estimated to cost
Australia’s business and corporate sector
about $1.5 billion per annum, with the direct
cost to employers from absenteeism, lost
productivity, replacement staffing costs and
misused resources valued at $465 million
annually. The total cost of domestic violence
to the Australian economy each year is
estimated to be $22 billion.
It makes sense from both a commercial
and humanitarian perspective to ensure
workplaces have the necessary skills to
identify victims of DFV and provide support
to see them through the transition from
victim to survivor.
FTMA Australia is proud to work with so
many family-owned businesses within the
frame and truss industry and we believe, by
developing the right tools so our members
can become better employers by providing a
Safe Work Haven for your employees.
We are not experts in this field, so FTMA

www.timbertradernews.com
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Workplaces can play an important role in helping staff dealing
with domestic and family violence.
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WorkHaven takes an innovative approach to addressing
DFV. Its philosophy is to enable, educate and empower
workplaces to create a culture of connection and safety.

has partnered with Jo Mason of WorkHaven
to develop the necessary tools for our
members. WorkHaven is an Australian
organisation that was formed by corporate
leaders with lived experience of domestic
and family violence.
Jo has over 10 years’ experience in
leadership roles across the private, not for
profit and government sectors and is an
accredited coach and domestic violence
survivor. Some in our industry may know Jo
from her role in marketing at Hyne Timber,
however, her experience and passion in this
area is extensive and FTMA is extremely
excited to be working with Jo and her team.
WorkHaven takes an innovative approach
to addressing DFV in Australia. Its
philosophy is to enable, educate and
empower workplaces across Australia
through a range of employer and employee
services to create a culture of harmony,
connection, safety and strength.
WorkHaven and FTMA believe through
this unique approach, we can work together
to achieve zero tolerance for DFV in Australia
and ensure your business provides a safe
work haven.
This isn’t just about creating a policy and
putting it on the shelf, as this does not
achieve anything. It’s important we tackle
this with a multi-pronged approach.
Firstly, WorkHaven has been engaged to
create a Domestic & Family Violence Work
Policy which our members can introduce to

their business. Part of this is also providing
the right tools to provide an educational
toolbox meeting which includes talking
points, presentation, checklist, statistics,
case studies and videos for you to share
with all your employees.
FTMA believes we must also have
materials on hand, such as brochures and
posters to ensure those suffering from DFV
or even those that may be perpetrators,
have access to support services and tips on
how to assist colleagues who may be
impacted by DFV.
We also want businesses to be
recognised as Safe Work Havens, so, after
implementing the policy, outlining the policy
in a toolbox meeting for all employees and
providing educational and supportive
resources throughout the workplace,
members will be given a Safe Work Haven
sticker to place on their front door, as well
as a logo to use on website, email footers
and promotional material.
These resources will be 100% free for
members and we hope that all members
will adopt the policy and implement the
measures above to be recognised as a
Safe Work Haven.
FTMA Australia encourages members to
engage in the process, to step up and
proudly demonstrate that they provide a
safe work haven for all employees and
together we can lessen the pain for DFV
victims and survivors.

Above: Jo Mason of WorkHaven is helping
workplaces to productively address DFV.

If members would like further information
on WorkHaven you can visit the website at
www.workhaven.com.au.
Finally, after such a tumultuous year,
FTMA Australia wishes all members,
sponsors and supporters a Merry Christmas
and a safe and, fingers crossed, prosperous
New Year.
Stay safe everyone.
Kersten Gentle

For more information contact FTMA on 0418 226 242 or via email at kersten@ftma.com.au

43-45 Overseas Drive, Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777 Fax: (03) 9701 2677
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F17/Supa17 KD Hardwood solids up to 5.4m
Supachord KD Hardwood
Supachord ‘H2’ KD Hardwood
Supachord ‘H3’ KD Hardwood
Supalam17 up to 7.2m

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer
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with Paul Davis

Wooden wonders
Not glamorous, but oh-so-useful, the plywood box beam is a handy repertoire staple.

P

lywood box beams have been around as
a building solution forever; possibly Noah
used them on the Ark.
It’s been almost 100 years since the first
plywood box beam-framed aeroplanes were
made. The venerable British WWII Mosquito
Bomber, aka the ‘Wooden Wonder’ was
a giant flying plywood box. Large span
plywood box beams over factories and the
like have been used for a century.
In domestic construction they are typically
used as lintels but many other applications
are possible.
They are made up of something like a
90x45 timber on the flat top and bottom and
7mm F8 plywood sandwiched either side to
form a deep box. The box is fixed together
with nails and glue. There are also short,
regularly spaced, vertical timber ‘web
stiffeners’ inside the box, which help prevent
the plywood from buckling.
In a prefabricated frame, your wall top
plate can be the top of the beam and the
window head member the bottom flange.
So, you are already supplying a fair bit of the
material with only the ply to be added.
Like all products, they have their pros and
their cons.
On the positive side of the ledger they are
lightweight and would have to be one of the
most materially and structurally efficient
forms of beam construction around. There is
also an opportunity to utilise offcuts in their
construction. You make the money because
you are value-adding by taking simple
components and making something that is
altogether more sophisticated and useful.
On the negative side of the ledger, there
is a significant labour component in their
construction, their spans can be limited by
the nailing rather than the timber itself and,

to be most efficient, they should be deep
relative to their span.
To sum up, they are relatively materially
inexpensive but labour expensive when
compared to, say, buying a large lump of
LVL off the shelf.
If this form of construction was the
answer to every fabricator’s prayers the
beams would be far more widely used.
Despite their scarcity on real job sites, I
suggest that they should still be in your
product armoury. For some structures and at
some times, they could be your best
approach to lintel construction in particular.
And when I say “at some times”, I am
thinking of times when things are a bit slow:
you could utilise that excess labour that you
are probably paying for anyway to make
them up.
If you regularly construct or fabricate
a number of the same model house, you
could even make up some standard sizes
and keep them in stock. Mass production
is also a possibility.
On the other hand, in busy times, if you
can’t pump frames out quickly enough to
meet demand, then I don’t think you would
be burdening your manufacturing area with
the vast amount of nailing that box beams
require. In that case it’s probably best to fork
out the cash and buy in your beams.
I have some plywood beam span tables
that perhaps Noah actually did use on his
Ark, however newer tables (last revised five
years ago) are readily available and free
online from the WoodSolutions website.
Google “Plywood Box Beam Span Tables for
Detached Housing Construction” and you’ll
find the link. This document includes an
engineer’s certification that you could copy
and send out with a job.

If you happen to have ceilings so you can
fit say a 400mm plywood lintel over the
windows then, by way of example, at 2.7m
roof load width and 90x45-MGP10 flanges,
you can get up to 3m spans for a tile roof
and 4.2m for a sheet roof. That’s some
serious spanning power! It could be good in
particular for garage door openings.
Unfortunately, the shallowest lintel that
these tables provide for is 400mm, which
C
C
C
C
rules them out of the most common
C
C
M
M
M
M
potential application of a 2400mm
ceiling
and 2100mm opening head height.
M
M
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Y
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That’s even more unfortunate because
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the span tables had tables for lintels
forMYMY as MYMY
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shallow as 225mm. Admittedly atMY around
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300mm high the lintels aren’t hugely
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structurally efficient – but for low load
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applications you can get spans in excess of K
3m, which could be quite useful. KK
By the way, if anyone wants to pay me to
come up with tables for a 2400/2100 ceiling/
head height to current standards I’d be
happy to take your money!
My great grandfather made wooden
propellers for the RAF through both World
Wars; an abiding interest in planes of that
era that has rubbed off on me. So, last week
I travelled to an air show at Temora in
country NSW.
Lots of vintage aircraft fly from there but
sadly no Wooden Wonder Mosquito
amongst them. However, they have other
plywood-framed planes still in flying
condition; these are a real testament to the
possibilities of timber construction. And if
they could build plywood planes 100 years
ago, then there is no excuse for not using
the same technology in modern buildings
that only need to stay put!
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Ex
Paul Davis is an independent structural engineer managing his own consulting firm Project X Solutions Pty Ltd. The
views in this column are Paul’s and do not reflect the opinions of TimberTrader News.
Phone: 02 4576 1555 | Email: paul@projectxsolutions.com.au
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DELIVERING
PRECISION
The Vekta Razer V5 is the ultimate linear saw,
designed to have maximum safety, flexibility
and capability. The Razer can be customised
to suit• Your budget: Fully installed systems starting
at $220,000 AUD, with upgrade options as
your budget and needs change over time.
• Your workflow: Left-to-right or right-to-left
timber flow, as well as in from the front or back
and out to the front or back.
• Your Space: Fully customisable to fit into even
the smallest plants. Everything is built to order,
so Vekta can customise virtually any aspect of
your machine.
• Your Processes: Highly configurable
software that easily lets you choose where
and how optimising is done, what you want
printed on each different member type,
cut orders, options to go paperless and so
much more.
Don’t just look at the outputs. You
need to consider the entire package.
The support, being a local supplier and not
international, the servicing requirements and
costs, optimisation, absolutely everything.
Vekta and the Razer ticks all the boxes.
Andrew Sternberg, Dahlsens

info@vekta.com.au I vekta.com.au

